L E T ’ S A P P LY S O M E LO G I Q C

EASILY MANAGE
YOUR NSQHS AND ISO
ACCREDITATION

IT’S MANAGEMENT
MADE SIMPLER.

The new LOGIQC Accreditation Module significantly
reduces the time and effort required to maintain your
accreditation with the NSQHS and ISO 9001 standards.

How LOGIQC can help you with
accreditation against the National
Safety and Quality Health Service
(NSQHS) Standards

The LOGIQC quality management
system now includes an accreditation
module that makes it easy to prepare for
and maintain accreditation.

The NSQHS Standards require
organisations to implement:

The time involved in preparing for
external audits and the stress of
compliance can come at a real cost to
a business. LOGIQC’s Accreditation
Module integrates with other registers
activated in your system, making it easy
to generate a report on how well you
meet standards and what needs to be
done before your next audit.
Designed specifically for healthcare
services in Australia and New
Zealand, the Accreditation Module
can be pre-loaded with the national
quality management standards and
other standards which saves time
on setup work. And with LOGIQC’s
support resources you’ll see a list of
recommended actions required
against each standard.
LOGIQC is software purpose-built for
healthcare organisations and with the
new Accreditation Module you can:
	
Link your documents, audits and other
activities to NSQHS requirements and
generate an evidence report

LOGIQC is cloud-based software for
managing safety, quality and risk.
It is specifically designed to support
healthcare organisations to meet
accreditation requirements, drive
improvement, and manage risk.
As a cloud-based task management
system, LOGIQC enables your business
to go paperless and access information
online - anywhere, any time. LOGIQC’s
integrated suite of registers can be
configured to meet your specific
requirements for:
	
Risk, compliance and
document control
	
Reporting and managing
incidents and complaints
	
Internal audit and service
improvement
	
Trend reports and task monitoring
LOGIQC is the system of choice for
many day hospitals, GP practices,
primary health care services and health
related NGOs across Australia and
New Zealand.

	a governance system for policies,
procedures and protocols;
	an organisation-wide quality
management system;
	an organisation-wide risk
management system;
	an incident and complaints
management and investigation system;
	a system for undertaking regular
clinical audits and recording
improvement actions; and
	a system for ensuring required training
is completed and evidenced.

The LOGIQC Quality Management
System has been designed to meet
all of these requirements and more.
With LOGIQC you can:
	Identify and track accreditation and
compliance related tasks
	Identify, assess, rate and track risks
and their related controls
	Record and manage incidents and
complaints

	
Set automatic reminders to prepare
for external audits detailing what
needs to be done

	Schedule audits and upload the
results into one central register
	Generate improvement actions
responding to audit outcomes or nonconformances

	
Conduct a self- assessment and
generate an action plan
	
Give your auditor online or on-site
access to view your evidence report

	Maintain a central library of version
controlled documents including
policies, procedures and forms

	
Benefit from LOGIQC’s ‘knowledge
bank’ of examples and pre-loaded
requirements for compliance with
standards

	Schedule training and credential
checks and upload certificate and
other evidence
	Generate trend reports tracking
clinical incidents and risks
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